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Relevance and Acceptability

Informal Educational Organization Leaders Workshops

- Three 2-hour “virtue” workshops on Saturday mornings in May (Future-minded, Courage, Purpose)
- Critical Friend Convenience Sample

Featured Participant Organizations:
- Boys and Girls Club of Missouri
- Girls Inc. St. Louis
- Good Journey
- St. Louis County Educators
Pilot One: Explanatory

- Virtue Representative Video Segments
- Reflections Personal and Professional Leaders that demonstrated particular virtues and in what ways
Results: Conceptually appealing

Results: Content & Format Design Suggestions

- 90% of participants agreed they would find value in additional content during workshops
- 100% of participants would recommend workshop to others
Pilot Two: Boys & Girls Club Servant Leaders Building Community

- MO–wide Training Conference for District & Club Managers
- 58 people over two 2–hour sessions
Pilot Two: Boys & Girls Club Servant Leaders Building Community

- Flow of the workshop
- Introduction to SL Virtues Model
- Video (Clifton Taulbert)
- Individual Activity (Aspirational Virtue Imaginary Board of Directors)
Pilot Two: Boys & Girls Club Servant Leaders Building Community

- Real Scenarios
- Evaluation
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